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	The Matchmakers

$9.99
eBook: $2.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
		Genres: Dystopian, Romance, SciFi
	Tag: young adult


	Love is a science in the 23rd Century. After World War IV ended, the remains of North America became The Heartland, where knowledge is power and all marriages are arranged.

Rosemary Katherine Young can't wait until she meets her Match on her eighteenth birthday. But when a terrorist attack occurs, she is hastily Matched to the President’s son, and her sister is accused of treason.

Is it possible to find love in a society controlled by logic and science?

The Matchmakers is a young adult dystopian romance novel. Zara Hoffman's immersive world, three-dimensional characters, and political intrigue will keep you hooked from the start.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Signed Paperback
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
Other Stores
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	Obscure Origin

$9.99
eBook: $0.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: Stellar Blood, Book 1
	Genres: Romance, SciFi
	Tag: new adult


	Verity knew something was wrong the moment she heard them land. It got worse when they took her hostage.

Knox is on a mission to colonize Earth. What he doesn't expect to find is one human girl willing to fight him to save her planet.

Discover a new universe of problems when the aliens land in Zara Hoffman's debut SciFi novel, Obscure Origin, book 1 of the Stellar Blood trilogy.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	Bitter Blood

$9.99
eBook: $2.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: Stellar Blood, Book 2
	Genres: Romance, SciFi
	Tag: new adult


	Verity may be back on solid ground but her problems are far from over. Ever since her return, she feels different. She soon realizes her captor followed her back to Earth.

Coming to Earth alone was a mistake. The humans are after him, his best ally is imprisoned, and his enemy is raising a rebellion to dethrone him.

Continue Verity and Knox’s explosive story in Bitter Blood, book 2 of Zara Hoffman’s SciFi Romance Stellar Blood trilogy.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	Sacred Souls

$9.99
eBook: $2.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: Stellar Blood, Book 3
	Genres: Romance, SciFi
	Tag: new adult


	Verity is still reeling from the bombshell her father dropped on her and the heavy loss of her close friend. Knox may now be in custody, but she knows it's only a matter of time before he tries something else.

Knox would be happy to wait for Verity to come to him, but with Eiz'm intent on violently colonizing Earth, he needs to convince the humans to trust him so they can all survive. Can he and Verity put aside their differences to save each other?

Zara Hoffman's Stellar Blood trilogy comes to an explosive end in Book 3, Sacred Souls.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	The Belgrave Legacy

$9.99
eBook: $2.99
Audiobook: $17.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: The Belgrave Legacy, Book 1
	Genres: Paranormal, Romance
	Tags: magic, young adult


	Fawn doesn't believe in magic. But it is very real, and has made her a vulnerable target.

Caleb is sick of Hell. When the Devil offers him a way out, he immediately says yes.

Can this young witch trust the dark angel assigned to romance and seduce her? Or will his betrayal tear them apart forever?

The Belgrave Legacy is an upper-young adult paranormal romance. Filled with magic, witches, angels, and demons, this story will keep you turning the pages until the very end. Buy the book now, and discover a world hiding in our own.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Audible.com]
[image: Buy from Apple iTunes]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	Unmoored

$9.99
eBook: $2.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: The Belgrave Legacy, Book 2
	Genres: Paranormal, Romance
	Tags: magic, young adult


	Alec Belgrave has a lot on his plate. He's protecting his sister Fawn from Hell while attending college. The last thing he expected was to hear her best friend was his soulmate.

As a siren, Ivy Moore knows a lot about attraction. But having a supernatural beauty is useless if her own soulmate doesn't see her as anything more than his sister's wild best friend. Is it so unreasonable to want her soulmate to want her without fate pulling the strings?

But when both Alec and Ivy see how being separated from her soulmate affects Fawn, they begin to realize that soulmates belong together. But that doesn't mean love will come easy.

Unmoored is a young adult paranormal romance featuring magic and sirens. It is a spin-off novel of The Belgrave Legacy, and can be read as a sequel or stand-alone.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	Taming the Alpha

eBook: $2.99


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: The Belgrave Legacy, Book 3
	Genres: Paranormal, Romance
	Tags: magic, young adult


	If Dylan Stone can't find his mate soon, he'll have to forfeit becoming Alpha of the Morsure Pack. Then he meets her, and she doesn't want their relationship to be public.

Alpha Zelda Makris is looking for a home for her Pack. Then she meets Dylan, but the home he's offering is temporary at best unless they announce their status as Mates—costing her the title of Alpha.

They can help each other. There's just one problem—the two Alphas can barely stand each other. Worse than that, fate seems to be decidedly against them having a happily ever after.

Taming the Alpha is a young adult werewolf romance. It is a spin-off novel of The Belgrave Legacy and can be read as a sequel or stand-alone.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
Buy a Signed Copy
[image: Buy from Amazon]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble]
[image: Buy from Amazon Kindle]
[image: Buy from Apple Books]
[image: Buy from Barnes and Noble Nook]
[image: Buy from Kobo]
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	Short Story Collection


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: The Belgrave Legacy, Book 0.5
	Genres: Paranormal, Romance
	Tags: magic, young adult


	Meet the original Belgrave matriarch and see her do all she can to protect her family in "Evelyn's Enchantment."

Meet Fawn and Alec's grandmother as she makes a difficult decision to give up the love her life to save her unborn daughter in "Cassandra's Choice."

Meet Stella Belgrave, Fawn and Alec's mom, and learn about her own love story in "Stella's Soulmate."

The Short Story Collection has three young adult paranormal short stories featuring magic and three powerful Belgrave witches before Fawn was called on to fulfill her destiny. These stories can be read as prequels, but are not necessary to understand the plot of The Belgrave Legacy.

 More info →
Buy This Book Online
[image: Buy from GoodReads]
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	Kingpin Killers


	Author: Zara Hoffman
	Series: Kingpin Killers, Book 1
	Genre: Thriller
	Tag: new adult


	Sasha Evans is a liar. A professional, in fact. She's also a killer part of a powerful and expansive Black Ops program that specializes in protecting and killing individuals at the top of the power pyramid in legal and illegal outfits. She answers to the highest bidder and her uncle's unyielding rules. The most important? Complete loyalty and obedience are mandatory.

So, when Sasha learns her allies are really enemies, she's forced to escape. But how is she supposed to kill them when they're the ones who taught her everything?

Kingpin Killers is a NA spy thriller novel and the first in the Kingpin Killers Saga. Filled with secrets, lies, high-speed chases, fight scenes, and life or death situations, Zara Hoffman's fast-paced story will grab you and keep you captive until the very end.

 More info →

	


 
 
 
 






Buy Signed Paperbacks & More / Tip Me










My Publishing Company: Inimitable Books, LLC





Website




Donate






My Podcast: Write-Ish




Currently on hiatus. You can listen below, but older episodes can be found on your favorite platform or the website. You can also check out the the podcast’s Ko-fi page, where you can donate money for the online subscription that makes the long-distance recording possible (since my co-creator/co-host lives in a different state than me) and buy a cool color-changing mug with the logo on it.
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		Do Writers Need Breaks
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			Write-Ish		
		
	

	


		
		Kelli and Zara talk about burnout and have a big announcementAdd Kelli's debut DOWN THE WELL to your TBR:Bookhype – https://bookhype.com/book/show/9824bda1-0dc8-4934-a8ba-cd6a8733f3b0/down-the-wellGoodreads – https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/87798019-down-the-wellPreorder Samantha’s debut THE LEGIONNAIRE: https://inimitablebooksllc.com/the-legionnaire & don’t forget to register your preorder at https://inimitablebooksllc.typeform.com/LegionnairePre to receive some exclusive character artwork! Or, get an EXTRA piece of art & skip registration by ordering from https://www.riverbendbookshop.com/legionnaireEpisodes mentioned:The War on Perfectionism: https://thewriteishpodcast.wixsite.com/listen/listen/episode/3ec4ee9a/the-war-on-perfectionismGoal Setting for Writers: https://thewriteishpodcast.wixsite.com/listen/listen/episode/f97b91de/goal-setting-for-writersAlso mentioned:Spoon Theory: https://www.goodrx.com/health-topic/mental-health/spoon-theory	

	
	
		

	



							
	
		
		Do Writers Need Breaks
		18:41
	

	
	
		
		Writing the Next Story
		18:06
	

	
	
		
		The War on Perfectionism
		20:10
	

	
	
		
		Craft Chat: Finishing Your First Draft
		14:22
	

	
	
		
		Superb Screenwriter: Seyi River
		01:04:08
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